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Puroose of !he studl 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was: 
1. To find out if the number of days children 
are absent in the first grade has any 
relationship to their reading achievement. 
2. To determine if the difference between 
pupils with high absence rate· and those 
with low absence rate is significant 
enough to be considered a factor of read-
ing failure. 
1 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
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CH.i\.PTER II 
REVIEW OF RESE.lillCH 
"Children \Vi th reading difficulties are under a 
severe handicap in modern society. They are de-
barred from the V·1 orld of imagination, knowledge 
and power opened up by newspapers, magazines and 
books. More than this, they are highly sensitive to 
this deficiency that marks them off from their fel-
lo·ws. The emotional blocking thus occasioned tends 
also to prevent their achievement in other fields." .J/ 
During recent years, there have been· a great many 
studies to the effect that intelligence,home environment, 
physical conditions, health, age, sex, special interests · 
a.."'1d numerous other i terns have on reading achievement. How-
ever, the i tern of regularity of· attendance is one which 
evidently has been by-passed by investigators,but would 
seem to be of importance. Durrell g/states: 
"Loss of school time during the first year is one of 
the commonest causes of reading difficulties. At no 
other time in school is long absence so disastrous. 
Childhood diseases result in absences of a few weeks, 
during which a pupil may miss many of the words in a 
rather limited vocabulary. A short test on the words 
taught during the child's absence will reveal the loss 
and indicate the extra work necessary to overcome it. 
Disappointment and difficulty from meeting many un-
knmNn words in reading leads to confusion. Failure 
soon follows and reading trouble has begun." 
1/ Monroe, .Marion., 11Chil6ren who Cannot Read: The Analy-
sis of Reading Disabilities and the Use of Diagnostic 
Tests in the Instruction of Retarded Children.", Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, Chicago, Ill., 1932. 
~~Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading Abili-
ities, World Book Company, Yonkers-on Hudson, New York, 
1940, P. 216. 
2 
1/ 
Clifton,- following up this problem, found that pupils 
of average intelligence seemed to suffer a los s in achieve-
ment proportionate to loss of time in school; pupils of· 
superior intelligence who were irregular lost much less in 
achievement, anc irregular pupils of low I.Q. had much 
greater losses in achievement. 
In "A Job Ana.lysis of· the Causes of School Failure", 
2/ 
Coleman - listed 113 c Quses of school failure. He grouped 
them un6er 15 general typ es. Among the more frequently 
mentioned causes of failure are: low mentality, lack of 
interest, lack of ef'fort, illnes s , poor study habits and 
excessive absence. 
3/ 
Dunklin - found in a study of· failure in the f irst grace 
tha.t uncorrected physic al defects and poor attendance limit 
the effectiveness of instruction. That is, even with special 
materials and methods adjusted to individual's needs, 
unsatisfactory progres s was made if the chilo had physic al 
def·ects t hat went uncorrected or if he 'vi1B.S absent too much. 
1/ Clifton, L.L., "The Relation of Attendance to 
Achievement in an Elementc:.ry School", Master's Thesis 
University of Chicago, 1934. 
2/ Coleman , w.c., "A Job Analysis of the Causes of 
School Failure ", Master's Thesis,Ohio State 
University, 1939. 
3/ Dunklin, Howard T., "The Prevention of Failure in 
First-Grade Reading by me ans of Adjusted In.struc,tion 11 , 
doctoral thesis, New York Teachers C?lleg~,co.lumol&. 
Univers ity, 1940 (Contributions to EaucatJ.on, No. 802 .) 
---- =-
3 
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1/ 
Ziegler -points out that poor attendance should be 
regsrded as ''a danger signal of a condition to be investi-
gated. 11 g; 
Louttit states : 
11Absence as a. f a.ctor in retardation has long been 
recognized as important. Absence in the eaTlier 
g r ades may be a re ason for f ailure in those gr ades, 
and it also may be an indirect cause of failure in 
subsequent gr 1::1des because of t he l ack of foundation 
in t he tool subjects. 11 
3/ 
Odell- recognized that attendance appeared to be a 
f 'actor which affected achievement in school but declared 
it was ''not so vveighty a fa.ctor as many have believed". 
4/ 
Wetzel-found that pupils vvith perfect attendance 
records not only led the pupils irregular in attendance,but 
led the entire sc hool • 
.J/ Zieg ler,C. W., "School Attendance as a · Factor in School 
Progress 11 , Contributions to Educ ation, No. 297, Tea.chers 
College,Columbia University, 1928, p. 63 
g; Louttit, C.M., Clinic§) Psycholo& of Children's J2ehavio£ 
Problems, Harper and Brothers, New Yor k, 1947, p. 172. 
~/Odell, C. ~ ., 11 The Effect of Attendance -Upon School 
Achievement", University of Illinois Bulletin, Vol. 20., 
No. 31. Educa.tional Research Circular, No. 16, 1923 ,p.8. 
4/ Wetzel,W.A., "School Attendance and Scholarsnip", School 
Review, February, 1928, p. 118-120. 
-------
4 
1/ 
Cutler,- i n 1er s t ucy , f'ound t hat 'IJIJhen the intellig ence 
quotient was held constant, the relation between achievement 
and attendB.nc e , vvhile positiv~,wss too low to be significe::..nt. 
2/ 
Fulmer -reported that poor school a.t t endance caused by 
v·!ork at hom.:o and on the farm was one cause of retandation. 
3/ 
Fink- indicE.ted that presence in school is very 
import~:mt, but does not necessarily prove that there is &. 
very high degree of correlation between absence and 
scholastic a.ttainment. 
4/ 
Harris- says: 
"We c an s c.y then, that most c E.ses of re aalng diso..bili ty 
are not caused by sp ecial types of deficient lea.r·ning 
ability, but arise t ·rom relatively simple causes suc h 
as mental or soci al imt'·naturity, sensory hand.icaps, 
poor motivation,frequent or prolonged absence from 
school, and exposure to teaching that is inefficient 
and ineffectual." 
1/ Cutler, Vera , "The Rel ation between Attendance and 
Achievement in the Third Grade of the San Jose School", 
Master's Thesis, University of New Mexico, 1936, p.25. 
g; Fulmer, H.L. , An ~~alytical S~udy of_a Rural School 
Are a , Clemson College, South Carolina Agriculture 
Experiment Station, 1939, p. 70. 
!2,/ Fink, Anna H., "Correlation between Absence and Failure 
in School Subjects." High foints, January, 1939, p . 70. 
11 Harris, Albert J., How to Increa s e Reading Ability, 
Longmans, Green Co., New York,l947, P. 74. 
5 
Grade One seems to be the most difficult grade from 
1/ 
which to b e promoted. Cooper-found t hat 111 of the 163 
pupils vvho were t wo ye ars behind in progress and who Vvere 
delayed in Grade One for the first time, represent 
approxime.tely 70 per cent of the total 163 pupils. Some 
f orm of non-attendance was sto.ted by t he te acher s as the 
rea son for the f ailure. 
2/ 
Averill- reported that approximately 20 per c ent of 
t he f i r st-grade children f ail, or perhaps, to sta te t he 
fact more accurately, are not promoted. 
3/ 
Funke's - study showed more abs ence among retL~ded 
children than among thos e making normal progress. The 
poss ibility of ab ;:: ence contributing to ret c:;.rd ation is 
generally accepted. A different possibility might be 
noted . Perhaps those who are retcn·ded are less interested 
in school than others, and stay out upon slight pr·ovocation. 
1/ Coo per,Hermann, ''An Accounting of Progress and Attendance 
of Rural School Children in Delaware. 11 Contributions to 
Educ ation, No. 422, Teachers' College, 1930. 
2/ Aver·ill, Lawrence A. "School Readiness, School Admission 
anc First-GrC;J.de Objectives", The Corr.monwe alth of 
Massachusetts, Department of Education, January, 1945 . 
3/ ·Punke, Harold H. i "Sociological Factors in A~s -~-z:l~ e from 
- school", ~na of Educc:ttional Research, 3~ : ~B<:::- 290 
December, 1938. 
6 
1/ 
Farr- feels that loss of time may be 6isastrous to 
classroom adjustment, both in lessons and in s oci al matters. 
It may be the beginning of a permanent dislike f or school. 
Short-term illnes ses are chiefly responsible for the 
disruPtio.n of the school year. They cause many failures 
ana often lay t he foundation for f uture personality problems. 
2/ 
Nemzek - states that stuoies of the relation of the 
amount of regularity of school attendance to academic 
achievement have revealed, . in g .eneral, negative results. 
None of the studies, however, has been such as would 
conclusively demonstrate the absence of any relationship 
between the factors in question. 
3/ 
In his study, Crider- concluded that even for the 
better students absences were detrimental to scholarshi p . 
1/ Farr , Muriel, "The Sick Child and His Schoolwork.' ' 
National ~~ent Teacher, October , 1949, p. 20, 21. 
g; Nemzek, Claude L. "The Value of Amount of Tardiness 
and Absence for Direct ana Differential Prediction of 
Academic success." Journal of Experimental Educ ation, 
7: 4-10; September, 1938. 
~/ Crider, Blake, - 11Ef"fect of Absences on Scholarship, 11 
School and Society, p. 27-28 , July 6, 1929. 
7 
1/ 
Monroe - states that any attempt to study the results 
of non-attendance is dif:ticult. The correlation technique 
used shows the extent of any rela tionship which may exist, 
but the existence of a relationship does not necessarily 
imply a casual relationship. 
2/ 
Butler - found that the evidence of his study 
indicates inescapably that there is a distinct and 
consistent tendency for low ma.rks to be accompanied by 
poor attendance and vice versa, and the consistency of 
this tendency gives some reason to believe that this 
relation ma.y be a causal relat ion. 
Many investigators have noted a high positive corre-
lation between absence and slow progress, but they 
genera lly recognize tha t such a condition does not 
necessarily mean a cause and effect relationshilJ. 
1/ Monroe, Walter s., Editor, Encyclopedia of Educ ational 
Research, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1950. 
g/ Butler,Charles H., 11 School At tendance and Achievement, 11 
School Review, June, 1925. 
8 
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CHAPTER III 
NATURE AND SOURCE OE DATA 
---
CHAPTER III 
NATTJP~ A1m SOG~CE OF Tiffi DATA 
The data used in this study was obtained from the 
following sources-
1. The state registers of attendance for the school 
ye ar 1952-1953. 
2. The scores of the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity 
and Achievement Tests administ:er.ed during the week 
of September 28, 1953. 
3. The California Test of Mental Maturity - Primary 
Form administered during the same week in 
Arlington; Mass., New Bedford, Mass. and Hazleton, 
Pa. and the Pintner Cunningham Intelligence Test 
g iven in Portland, Maine. 
The scores and records used were of' 981 children-
250 from Portland, Maine 
252 
228 
251 
II 
" 
" 
Arlington, Massachusetts 
New Bedford, Massachusetts 
Hazleton, Pa. 
who attended the first grade in these systems during the 
year 1952-1953 whether promoted or retarded. 
9 
Arrangement of _1he Data 
Since the purpose of this study was to discover if 
f irst g~ade absence has any affect on reading achievement, 
it was necessary to arrange the 981 cases used in chrono-
logical order according to the number of days absent. These 
cases were then divided into six groups in order to compare 
the groups with high and low absence. 
Tables I, II, III, IV and V show how the cases studied 
in four conununities were divided into groups according to 
a specific range of absence. It was possible to maintain 
the s ame r ange in each of the first five groups. The 
r ange of the sixth group was much greater - from 25.5 - 99. 
Table I is a bre akdown of the 981 cases in the four 
towns. Table II is a distribution of tne 250 cases from 
Town 1, Table III, the 252 cases from Town 2, Table IV 
the 228 cases from Town 3,and Table V the 251 cases from 
To-..m 4. 
10 
11 
TABLE I 
ARHANGEMENT OF 981 CASES INTO GHOUPS 
-
Abs ence Number of Cases Tiays Absent in Grade I 
Group 
1 150 0-5 
2 208 5.5 - 10 
3 188 10.5 - 15 
4 145 15.5 - 20 
5 95 20.5 - 25 
6 195 25.5 -
Absence 
Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
TABLE II 
Arrangement of 250 Cases from 
Town 1, into groups 
Number of Cases Days Absent 
49 0-5 
69 5.5 - 10 
51 10.5 - 15 
27 15.5 - 20 
21 20.5 25 
33 25.5 -
12 
. ,... 
1n. \Jr. I 
13 
TABLE III 
Arrangement of 252 cases, from 
Town 2, into groups 
Absence 
Group --.--. Number of Cases Days Abs ent in Grade I 
- -
l 43 0-5 
2 68 5.5 - 10 
3 53 10.5 - 15 
4 33 15.5 
-
20 
5 13 20.5 - 25 
6 42 25.5 
-
------ --
I 
Absence 
Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
l4 
TABLE IV 
Arrangement of 228, from Tovm 3, 
Into groups 
Number of Cases Days Absent in Gra6e I 
14 0- 5 
36 5.5 - 10 
37 10.5 - 15 
45 15.5 - 20 
40 20.5 - 25 
56 25.5 -
Absence 
Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
TABLE V 
Arrangement of 251 cases, from 
Tovm 4, into groups 
Number· of Cases Days Absent in 
44 0 - 5 
35 5.5 - 10 
47 10.5 - 15 
40 15.5 - 20 
21 20.5 - 25 
64 25.5 -
ls 
--
Grade I 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
TABLE VI 
Compar i son of First Gr. Absences, C. A., and M.A. ·with t he 
6 gr oups (981 c as es) Tab le 1. 
Firs t Gr ade 
group Absences C.A. M.A . 
1 Mean 2.71 Mean 87.27 Mean 90.83 
S.D. 1.87 S.D. 4.'76 S .D. 12 .14 
2 Mean 8.33 Me an 87.13 Mean 93.02 
S.D. 1.45 S.D. 6 .13 S .D. 12 . 29 
3 Mean 13 .02 Mean 86 . 87 Mean 91. 88 
S.D. 1.47 S.D. 4 . 66 S.D. 12 .90 
4 Mean 17.92 Mean 86 . 63 Me an 88 . 82 
S.D. 1.42 S.D. 4 . 86 S.D. 12. 49 
5. Mean 22 .53 Me an 86 . 28 Me sn 87.76 
s .D. 1.73 S.D. 4 .95 S .D. 12 . 53 
6 Mean 35 .70 Mean 86 . 66 Mean 89 . 28 
S.D. 12 . 53 S.D. 4 . 88 S.D. 12.45 
C. A. and M. A. on all tables are f i gured in months 
TABLE VI 
Table VI shovvs comparis on of f irs t grade ab s enc es, 
chronologic al ages and menta l ages of t he six groups 
comprising t he entire study. 
The mean fir s t grade abs enc e of' the six gr oups was 
16 .70 days. 
The mean chronologica l age of t he six groups was 86 .80 
months and t he mean menta l age 90.30 months g iving a mean 
I Q of 1.04. 
TABLE VII 
Comparison of First Grade · bsences,C.A., ana M.A. vdth t he 
6 groups (Tovvn 1) Table 2. 
- First Grade Group 
Absences C.A. M.A. 
-
1 Mean 3.24 Mean 88.78 Mean 91.88 
S.D. 1. 60 S.D. 3.813 S.D. 12.36 
2 Mean 8.09 Mean 88 .39 Mean 94.39 
S.D. 1.34 S.D. 7.57 S.D. 13.02 
3 Mean 13.18 Mean 89.57 Mean 91.41 
S.D. 1.34 S.D. 4 .01 S.D. 12.33 
4 Mean 17.89 Mean 88 .. 0? Mean 90.89 
S.D. 1.40 S.D. 4 . 22 S .D. l0.52 
5 Mean 22.76 l\'"e an 89.52 Me an 91.76 
S.D. 1.48 S.D. 3.45 S .D. 11.24 
6 Mean 39.12 Me an 88.73 Mean 92.79 
S.D. 16 .77 S.D. 3.74 S.D. 13.23 
TABLE VII 
Table VII shows compari s on of First Grade absences, 
chronologic a l ages and mental ages of the six groups of 
Town 1. 
The mean f irs t grade absence of the six groups was 
17.39 days. 
The mean chronologic al age of the six 6TQUps was 
88.84 months and the mean mental age 92.19 months g iving 
a mean I. ~ . of 1.04. 
17 
18 
TABLE VIII 
Compari s on of First Grade Absence s , C. A. fu~d M. A. 
Wi t~'1 the 6 Groups of Town 2 (Table 3 ) 
Group Firs t Grade c.A.-=+= Abs ,~nce M.A. 
l I:1aan 2 . 000 Mean 8 6 .52 Mean 92.3'/ 
S .D. 1.88 S .D. 4 . 20 S .D. 11. 52 
2 Me en 8.65 Me an 86 . 41 Me an 32.87 
S.D. 1.48 S .D. 3.99 S .D. 11 .76 
3 :Mean 13 .02 Me em 85 .57 Mean 95.26 
S . D. 1.41 S .D. 3 . 3 L'± S.D. 11.?4 
4 J.~ean 17. 55 Mean 85 . 6 1 Me&n 89 . 67 
S .D. 1.23 S.D . 4 . 30 S .D. 12 . 4 5 
~ Mean 22 . 39 Mean. 86 .15 Mean 94. ;23 ·J 
S.D. 1. 27 S .D. 3.76 S . D. 14 .03 
6 MeC:iil 36 . 05 Meen ·86 .45 . Mean 95 . 36 
:S . D. 9 .09 S.D . 7.86 S .D. 11. 25 
-·--- --
-----
TABLE VIII 
Table VIII shows c ompari son of f irst grade abs ences, 
chronolog i c c. l ages and mental age s of the six groups of 
Tovm 2 . 
The mean first grade ab senc e of the six groups was 
16.61 days. 
The mean chronolog ic al age of the six groups was 
36 .12 mont hs and the mean ment al age 93,29 months g iving 
a me an I. Q. of 1.08. 
1~ 
- -- - - - ---=--- ---- -==-.--=.:::.: ----
TABLE I X 
Comparison of First Grade Abs ences, C .A. a.1'1d :M . A. with the 
6 groups of Town 3 (Table IV) 
-
Group First Grade C . A. M.A. 
Abs ences 
1 Mean 3 . 2 i Mean 86 .36 Me an 94 . 79 
S. D. 1.61 S .D. 5 .76 S .D. 12 .30 
2 Mean 8 .47 Mean 86 . 69 Mean 93.89 
S . D. 1.46 S.D. 6.62 S.D . 10.16 
3 Mean 13.46 Me an 86 . 46 Mean 94.30 
S.D. 1.57 S.D. 6 . 87 S.D . 13 .77 
4 Mean 18.22 Mean 87 . 33 Mean 88 .67 
S.D. 1.47 S.D. 5 . 97 S .D. 11.64 
5 Mean 22 . 50 Mean 84 . 65 Mean 82 . 30 
S .D. 2. 21 S. D. 5.73 S . D. 11.79 
6 Mean 36 . 55 Mean 86.36 Mean 83 .750 
S.D. 14.74 S.D. 5.83 s .. D. 12 . 41 
- -
TABLE IX 
Table I X shows compari s on of f i r st grade absence s , 
chronolog ic al age s and mental age s of the six groups 
of Tovvn 3. 
The mean First grade absence of t he six groups was 
17.07 days . 
The mean chronological age of the six groups was 
86. 30 months and t he mean mental age 89 .61 months giving 
a mean I.Q. of 1.04. 
-- --=-- ~ 
TABLE X 
Comparison of First Grade Absences, C.A. and M.A. with the 
6 groups of Town 4 (Table V) 
..--· 
Group First Grade 
Absences C . A. M.A • 
. 
1 Mean 2.64 Mean 86.64 Mean 86.89 
S.D. 1.99 S.D. 5.42 s.D.ll.20 
2 Mean 8.06 Mean 86.49 Mean 89.74 
S.D. 1.41 S.D . 5.47 S .D. 13.19 
3 Mean 12.49 Mean 85 .74 Mean 86 .68 
S.D. 1.44 S.D. 3.84 S.D. 12.31 
4 Mean 17.93 Mean 85.73 Mean 36.38 
S.D. 1.44 S.D. 3.85 S.D. l4 · ·~6 .. • .. ··~-
5 Mean 22.43 Mean 86.24 Mean 90.14 
S.D. .95 S.D. 3.49 S.D. 9.68 
6 Mean 32.97 Mean 85.98 Mean 88.31 
S.D. 8.66 S.D. 4.32 S.D. 10.30 
TABLE X 
Table X sho,vs comparison of first grade absences, 
chronologic al ages and mental ages of tbe six groups of 
Town 4. 
The mean first grade absence of the six groups was 
16.08 days. 
The mean chronological age of the six groups was 
86.13 months and the mean mental age 88.10 months giving 
a mean I.Q. of 1.02. 
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TABLE XI 
Comparison of Mean Absence and Mean Reading Achievement 
of the 6 groups of Table 1 (981 cases) 
GROUP First Grade Reading Achiev. Level 
Absences .Age Equiv. Gr. Equiv. 
·---
1 Mean 2.71 Mean 88.23 Mean 2 .35 
s.D. 1.87 S.D. 15.31 S.D . .587 
I 
2 Mean 8.33 Mean 8?.83 Mean 2 .38 
s.D. 1.45 s.D· 27.14 S.D. .698 
3 Mean 13.02 .Mean 88 . 52 Mean 2.40 
S.D. 1.47 S.D. 18~:82 S.D. .720 
4 Mean 17.92 Me· an 86.30 Mean 2.23 
S.D. 1.42 S.D. 21.71 S.D . .655 
5 Mean 22 .53 Mean 84.95 Mean 2 . 22 
S.D. 1.73 S.D. 21. 86 S.D. .702 
6 Mean 35.70 Mean 83.47 Mean 2 .25 
S.D. 12 .53 S.D. 27.24 S.D. .928 
TABLE XI 
Table XI shows comparison of me:an abs ence a..'l.d mean 
reading achievement of the six groups, 981 cases, in the 
four communities studied. 
Grou~s 1, 2, 3 achieved a grade level of 2.4, groups 
4 and 6 a grade level of 2.3 and group 5 a grade level of' 
2~2. 
These figures seem to indicate that aosence is not a 
significant factor in reading f a ilure in first grade. 
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TABLE XII 
Comparison of Mean Absence and Mean Re ad:i. ng Achievement 
of t he 6 groups of Town One (Table 2) 
-
Group First Gr.s.de Re ading Achievement Level 
Absences Age Equiv. Gr. Equiv. 
1 Mean 3.24 Mean 90.51 Mean 2.46 
S.D. 1.60 s.D.l4.77 S.D. .705 
2. Mean 8.09 Mean 91.57 Mean 2.52 
S.D. 1.34 S.D. 13.16 S.D. .619 
3 Mean 13.18 Mean 92 .76 Me an 2.56 
S.D. 1.34 S.D. 7.55 S.D. .574 
4 Mean 17.89 Mean 90.63 Mean 2.36 
s.n. 1.40 S.D. 5.86 S.D. .457 
5 Mean 22 .76 Me an 91.48 Mean 2.64 
S.D. ·1.48 S.D. 21.54 S.D. .789 
6 Mean 39.12 Mean 91.82 Mean 2.58 
S.D. 16.77 S.D.l9 . 91 S.D. .994 
-
TABLE XII 
Table XII shows comparison of mean abs ence and mean 
reading achievement of' the six groups of Tovvn 1. 
Groups 1 and 2 achieved a reading grade level of 2.5, 
groups 3 and 6 a level of 2. 6, group 4 a level. of 2.4 and 
group 5 a level of 2 .7. 
- --==-- - ~ -= - - ---- :..__:;,_ 
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TABLE. XIII 
Comparison of Mean Reading Achievement and Mean Absence 
of the 6 groups of To~n 2 (Table 3) 
Group First Grade Reading Achievement ·Level 
Abs ences Age Equiv. Grade Ey_uiv. 
1 Mean 2.00 Mean 92.28 Mean 2.49 
S.D. 1.88 ·s.n. 5.21 S.D. .402 
2 Mean 8.65 Mean 92.53 Mean 2.51 
S.D. 1.48 S.D. 4 .58 S .D. .362 
3 Mean 13.02 Mean 92.58 Mean 2 . 53 
S.D. 1.41 S.D. 6. 21 S.D. .483 
4 Mean 17.55 Mean 91.61 Meqn 2.43 
S.D. 1.23 S.D. 4.92 S.D. .383 
5 Mee..n 22 .38 Mean 90.01 Mean 2.32 
S.D. 1.27 S.D. 3.22 S.D. .249 
6 Mean 36 .05 Mean 93.29 Mean 2.57 
S.D. 9.09 S.D. 6.44 S .D. .490 
TABLE XIII 
Table XIII shows comparison of mean absenc e and mean 
readd.ng achi evement of the six groups of' Tov.n 2 • 
Groups 1, 2, 3 achieved a re ading grade level of 2.5, 
Group 4, a l ev el of 2 . 4 , Group 5 a level of 2 .3 and group 
6 a level of 2 .6 
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TABLE XIV 
Comp arison of Mean Abs enc e and Mean Reading Achiev~:ment of· 
t he 6 groups of Town 3 (Tab le 4) 
Group First Grade Re ading Achievement Level 
Absence Age Equiv. Gn ade Equiv 
--------
1 Mean 3 . 21 Mean 90.07 Mean 2 .31 
S.D. 1.61 S.D. 6 .74 S .D. .524 
2 Mean 8.4? Mean 69 .42 Mean 1.75 
S.D. 1.46 S. D. 37.36 S.D. . 995 
3 Mean 13 .46 Mean 78. 46 Mean 2 . 03 
S.D. 1 . 57 S.D. 32 .06 s.D. 1 . 02 
4 Mean 18.22 Mean 76.31 Mean 1.86 
S.D. 1. 47 S.D. 30.27 S.D. .812 
5 Mean 22 . 50 Mean 78 .93 Mean 1.92 
S.D. 2 . 21 S.D. 26.58 S.D. .706 
6 Mean 36.55 Mean 71.16 Mean 1.76 
S. D. 14 .74 S.D. 35. 56 S.D. .959 
TABLE XIV 
Table XIV shows compari son of mean absence and mean 
re ading achievement of' t he six groups of Tovvn 3. 
Group 1 acm~~~ed a me an reading level of Grade 2 .3, 
Groups 2 and 6 a level of 1.8, Group 3 a level of 2 .0 , 
Groups 4 and 5 a leve l of 1.9 . 
=---_.=.=:=..:.........=-
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TABLE XV 
Comparison of Mean Absence and Mean Reading Achievement 
of the 6 groups of Town 4, (Table 5) 
-----
Group First Grade Reading Achievement Level 
Absences Age Equiv. Grade Equiv. 
1 Mean 2.64 Mean 81.14 Mean 2 .10 
S.D. 1.99 S.D. 21.03 S.D. .619 
2 Me an 8.06 Mean 90.26 Mean 2 .47 
S.D. 1.41 S.D. 16.52 S.D. .615 
3 Me an 12.49 Mean 87. 23 Mean 2.39 
S.D. 1.44 S.D. 19.58 S.D. .686 
4 Mean 17.93 Mean 90.25 Me an 2.38 
S.D. 1.44 S.D. 21.70 S.D • • 577 
5 Mean 22.43 Mean 86.76 Mean_ ·2 .30 
S.D. .953 S.D. 14 .37 S.D. .504 
6 Mean 32 .97 Mean 83.50 Mean 2.30 
S.D. 8.66 S.D. 26.30 S.D. .907 
TABLE XV 
Table YJT shows comparison of mean absence and mean reading 
ach ievement of t he six groups of Tovm 4. 
Group 1 achieved a me an reading grade level of 2.1, 
group 2 a level of 2 .5, group 3 and 4 a level of 2 .4, 
and g roups 5 and 6 a level of 2.3. 
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I No. I 
1 
150 
195 
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TABLE XVI 
Comparison of Mean Reading Achievement with the 
First and Sixth groups in Table 1. 
Mean S.D. s.E. m DIFF. S. E. diff . 
2.349 .5871 .04794 
. - . -
.098 .08196 
2 •251 
.9284 .06648 
TABLE XV3I? 
Table XVI shows t hat comparison of mean reaa i ng 
achi ev ement with the f irst and sixth groups in Table I 
C.B. 
1.20 
g ives a eriiical ratio; of 1.20 which is: not t atistically 
signific ant. 
TABLE XVII 
Comparison of Mean Reading Achievement wi t h t he 
First and Sixth Groups of Town 1 (Table 2 .) 
No. Mean S.D. S.E. m Diff . S . E . aiff . 
-
49 2 . 463 .3820 .05457 
.113 .18147 
33 2.576 . 9942 .17308 
TABLE XVII 
C.R. 
.622 
Table XVII shows that comparison of mean reading 
achievement with t he First and Sixth Groups of' Town 1, . . . . 
T_able I~ gives a critical _r~tio -~f . 622 which is hot s1.gn1f J.c ant • 
---------= 
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TABLE A"IJ III 
Comp ·"" r~son of :r,ie c:tn Recld ing Achi ,~vement vii t !1 the First and 
Sixth Grou1J s in Tab l e 3 ('rovvn 2 ) ..~..: ·~ · 
. 
Ho .' ' 1: .'~8 8.21 S.D. S .E.m Di ff' .•. s . E . d i f f . C. R 
1.----4-:. ..... . 2 • 486 . L.::02 1 . 06132 
' . 085 . 097 26 . 374 
~2 2 .571 . 489-5 . 07550 
--
.. 
-
TA:SLS XIJIII 
I 
Table XVIII shov.- s that conr_t) E:ri s on of mes.n reading 
e_ch i ev ement rd t h t h e f i r s t and s i xth group s of Tov1n 2 , 
Tab l e 3 g ives a c:r itic a l r a tio of . 87 4 v/hi ch i s not 
s i gni f ic ent . 
TABLE XIX 
Compc:..r i s on of !/Iec:n Re ading Ach i ev ement with t i.'le First 
and Sixth Groups in Tab l e 4 (Toml. 3) 
-· 
' 
0 T:i No. He an S .D. s . E . rn Diff . u • J:J • :'1 • ,..•.£· Oli.L • c. ' .. 
14 . 2 . 307 • 524 3 0 .14 010 
. • 543 .1398 2 . 6 
56 1.764 . 9590 0 .12810 
• 
-- --
1'ABLE XI. 
Tc.bl e I X shows tha t comparison of me sn re ading achieve -
ment vd t h t h e F i rs t a nd Si xth groups of Town .3 '·Tabl e 4 , g ives 
a cri tic a l r a tio of 2 . 86 wh ich is not quite statistic a lly 
s i gn i f i c ant . 
2? 
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TABLE XX 
Comparison of Mean Re ading Achievement with t h e First and 
Sixth Gr Jups in Table 5 (T ::Jwn 4) 
-
-
-~ r-- ·---~·----·--- ------ -r-·--
No. Mean S.D . s.E. m Diff· . S.E. diff. 
44 2.100 .61 90 .09332 
. 200 .14686 
64 2 .300 • 90 74 .11340 
TABLE XX 
Table :xx; shovvs tha t co mparison of mean reaaing 
achievement with the f irs t and sixth groups of Tav n 4, 
Table 5, g ives a critic<il r a tio of 1.36 which is not 
statistically significant. 
--- --=-- -=--- ~ -
C . R . 
.~...361 
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TABLE XXI 
Comparison of Mean Absence ,c .A., M.A. and Mean Rea.d ing 
Achievement with the 150 c ases of low absence and the 195 
c ases of h i gh absence. 
Low Absence High Absence 
Group 1 r-o-roun 6 
- --
Mean S.D. Mean S.D . 
-- -
First Grade Absence 2.71 1.87 35 .70 1;::; . 5 
C.A. 87 .27 4.76 86.66 4 . 88 
M.A. 90 . 83 12 .14 89.28 12.45 
Reading Achievement 2 .35 .587 2.25 . 928 
Grade Equiv. 
Reading Achievement 88 .23 15.31 83 . 47 27.24 
Age Equiv. 
TABLE XXI 
Table XXI shows t he comparison of f 'irst grade absence, 
chronolog ical ages, mental ages and reading achievement 
levels of the one hundred fifty low absence c ases and the 
one hundred ninety-five hi gh absence c ases. 
The low abs ence group , with a mean abs ence of 2 . 71 days, 
shmv a mean re ading achi evement gr ade equivalent of 2 .35 
(fourth month ofthe second grade) of .10 (one month) 
higher than the h i gh absence group having a mean absence of 
35.70 days and a mean reading achievement gr ade equivalent 
of 2 .25 (third month of second grade ). 
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TABLE XXII 
Comparison of Mean Absence,C.A., M.A., and Mean Reaaing 
Achievement ~~th the 49 cases of low absence and the 33 
c a s es of high absence. (Groups 1 ,' 6 in Table 2) 
Low Absence High Absence 
Group 1 Grou.2 6 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
F irst Grade Absence 3.24 1.60 39.12 16.77 
C.A. 88.78 3.81 88.73 3.74 
M.A. 91.88 12 .36 92.79 13. 23 
R e ading Achievement 
~ 
Grade Equiv. 2.46 .705 2.58 .994 
R eading Achievement 
Age Equiv. 90.51 14.77 91.82 19.91 
TABLE XXII 
Table XXII shows the comparison of' first grade absence, 
chronologica l ages, mental ages and reading achievement 
levels of t he 49 low absence cases and the 33 high absence 
cases of Town 1. 
The low absence group, with a mean absence of 3.24 d ays, 
show a mean reading achievement grade equivalent of 2.46 
(fif th month ofthe second grade) or -.12 (one month) 
lower than the high absence group having a mean abs ence 
of 39.12 days and a mean reading achievement grade equivalent 
of 2.58 (sixth month of the . second grade). 
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TABLE XXIII 
Comparison of Mean Absence, C.A., M.A. and Mean Reading 
Achievement with the 43 cases of low absence and the 42 
cases of high absence. (Grav;ps 1 and 6 in Table 3) 
First Grade Absence 
C.A. 
M.A. 
evement Reading Achi 
Grade Eq uiv. 
Reading Ach 
Age Equi 
ievement 
v. 
Low 
-
Mean 
2.00 
86.51 
92.37 
2.49 
' 
92.28 
TABLE XXIII 
-Absence High Absence 
.;. 
S.D. Mean S.D. 
1.88 36.05 9.09 
4.20 86.45 7.86 
11.52 95.36 11.25 
.402 2.57 .490 
5.21 93.29 6.44 
Table XXIII shows the comparison of first grade absence, 
cl)ronological ages,mental ages and reading achievement 
levels of the 43 low absence cases and the 42 high absence 
cases of Tov-m 2. 
The low absence group, with a mean absence of 2.00 
days show a mean reading achievement grade equivalent of 
2.49 (fifth month of the second grade) or -.08 lower 
than the high absence group having a mean absence of 
36.05 days and a mean reading achievement grade equivalent 
of 2.57. 
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TABLE X.XIV 
Comparison of Mean Absence, C.A., M.A., and Mean Reading 
Acl'.J.evement with the 14 cases of·· low absence and the 56 
cases of high absence. (Groups 1, 6 in Table 4) 
Low Absence High Absence 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
First Grade Absence 3. 21 1.61 36.55 14.74 
C.A. 86.36 5.76 86.36 5.83 
M.A. 94.79 ~~.2.90 83.75 12.41 
Reading Achievement 
Grade Equiv. 2.31 .524 1.76 .959 
Reading Achievement 
Age Equiv. 90.07 6.74 71.16 35.56 
TABLE XXIV 
Table XXIV shows the comparison of first grade absence, 
chronological ages, mental ages and reading achievement 
levels of' the 14 .low absence cases and the 56 high absence 
cases of· ToVvn 3. 
The low absence group, with a mean absence of 3.21 days 
show a mean reading achievement grade equivalent of 2.31 or 
.55 higher than the high abs ence group having a mean absence 
of 36.55 days and a mean reading achievement grade equivalent 
of 1. 76. 
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TABLE XY..:V 
Comparison of Mean Absence,C.A., M.A. and Mean Reading 
Achievement with t he 44 c ases of lovv absenc e and t he 64 
cases of high absence (Groups 1, 6 in Table 5.) 
Low Absence Hign Absence 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
First Grade Absence 2.64 1.99 3 2.97 8 . 66 
C.A. 86 . 64 5.42 85 . 98 4.32 
M.A. 86 . 89 11.20 88 .31 10.30 
Reading Achievement 
Grade Equiv .• 2.10 .619 2.30 . 907 
Reading Achievement 
Age Equiv. 8 1.14 21.03 83 .50 26.30 
TABLE X:XV 
Table XXV shows a comparison of f irst grade absence, 
chronological ages, mental ages and re ad ing achievement 
levels of the 44 low absence cases and the 64 hi gh absence 
cases ·of Tovvn 4. 
-
" 
The low absence group , with a mean abs ence of 2 .64 days , 
shows a mean reading achievement grade equivalent of 2.10 or 
-.20 lower than the high absence group having a mean absence 
of 32 .97 days and a mean reading achievement grade equivalent 
of 2.30. 
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TABLE XXVI 
Comparison of Mean Absence, C.A., M. A., and Mean Reading 
Achievement with the 921 cases promoted to Grade 2 and the 
60 c ases retarded in Grade 1 (From 981 cases studied in 
Four Communities.) 
I 
t 0 
· F~r st Grade Absence 
C.A. 
M.A. 
Rea 
G 
ding Achievement 
r ade Equiv . 
Rea ding Achievement 
Age Equiv. 
L--
Not Pr omoted 
(In Gr. I) 
Mean S.D . 
16.68 1.31 
85.70 4.25 
78.68 11 .82 
1.79 1.03 
71.12 ,35.51 
I 
- --
TABLE X:X.vi 
Promoted 
(Grade II) 
Mean S.D. 
16.6 6.068 
86.93 5.17 
91 .37 5. 68 
2 . 35 .700 
88.23 15.31 
Table Y.Xvi shows that the mean .reading achievement 
grade equivalent of the 921 c ases promoted to s econd grade 
is 2 . 35 or .56 hi gher than the mean reading acnievement 
grade equivalent of 1.79 of the 60 c ases r·etarded in Gr. I. 
These figures are highly signific ant only i n their 
relation to the mental ages of the two groups. The mean 
mental age of t hose promoted is 91 . 37 months or 12.69 months 
higher than t he me an ment al age , 78 ... 68 months of those not 
promoted . 
The mean absence of those promoted is 16.6 days and 
those not promoted 16.7 days. 
- - -- _;; ---= ·--.:....-=--=- .:::.- - -
-..::=...... ---=-----=-- -- -
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TABLE XXVII 
Compar ison of Mean Absence, C.A., M.A. and Mean 
Reaoing Achievement with the 233 cas es promoted to Grade 2 
ana the 17 c ases retarded in Grade I (From 250 c ases in Town 1) 
Not Promoted Promo teo 
(Gr. I) (Grade II) 
1--
Me an S.D. Mean S.D. 
First Grad e Absence 13.29 9.05 14 .66 12.97 
C.A. 87 .41 3.24 88 . ,~1 5.30 
M.A. 80.12 9.57 93 .38 12 .15 
Reading Achievement 
GraCie Equiv. 2.24 . 664 2.54 .677 
TABLE XXVII 
Table XXVII shows t hat the mean re c-.d ing achievemt:·nt 
grade equivalent of t he 233 cases promoted to second grade 
is 2 . 54 or .30 higher t han the mean reading achievement 
grB.de equivalent of 2 .24 o.:f 't h--e 17 c ase s retarded in first 
grade in Town 1. 
The mean absence of t hose promoted is 14.7 days ano 
of those not promoted 13.3 days . 
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TABLE XXVIII 
Compar ison of Mean Abs ence, C .A., M. A. and Me an Reading 
/ ch ievement with the 230 cases promoted to Grade 2 and the 
22 c ases retarded in Grade 1. (From 252 cas es in Town 2). 
Not Promoted Promoted 
(In Gr ade I) (In Gr!i.de II) 
-
Mean S.D. Mean ~· 
First Gra6.e Absence 13.41 10.25 15.01 11.67 
C .A. 86.86 4 .70 86.07 4.00 
M.A. 78.41 9.15 94 .78 11. 24 
Reading Achievement 
Grade Equiv. 2 .35 . 295 2.52 .429 
TABLE XXVIII 
Table XXVIII shows that the mean reading ac-hievement 
graoe equiva lent of the 230 c a ses pr-omoted to second gr ade 
is 2 .52 or· .17 higher t h an the me 2n reading achievement gr·aae 
equivalent of 2 .35 of the 22 ca.ses retc-..rded in f'irst graoe 
in ToY. :n 2. . ....... 
The mean absence of those promoted is 15.01 d ays ano 
of t hose not promoted 13.41 days. 
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TABLE XXI X 
Comparison of Mean Abs ence,C. A., M.A. and Me c;n Re ading 
Achievement vii th the 211 co.ses p romoted t o Grade 2 and t he 
17 c a.ses retarded in Grade I. (From 228 c a.ses in Town 3). 
--
Not Pr omoted Promoted 
(In Gr ade I) (In Gr aae II) 
--
Me an S.D. Mean S.D. 
First Grade Absence 23.82 .16.67 19 .95 12 .65 
c.A. 8 2 .53 3.09 86.63 6.18 
M.A. 7 7 .29 13.83 89 .36 12 . 59 
Reading Ach ie · ~ment 
Gr ade Equiv. .582 .903 1.99 .812 
TABLE XXI X 
Tab l e XXIX sho·ws t h a t t he mean r eaC.ing ach i ev ement 
g r ade equivalent of the 211 c a.ses promoted to second gr a e 
is 1.99 or 1.41 h igher t han the me a~1 re ading achievement 
g r ade equiva lent of .582 of the 17 c ases retarcied in first 
g r ade in To1Nn 3. 
The mean a.bsence of those pr omoted is 19.95 days anci 
of t h o se not promoted 23 .82 days. 
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TABLE XXX 
Comparison of Mean Absence, C .A., M.A. and Mean Reading 
Achievement with the 247 cases promoted to Grade 2 and 
the 4 cc..ses retarded in Grade 1. (From 251 cases in Town 4). 
Not Promoted Promoted 
(In Grade I) (In Grade II) 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
First Grade Abs ence 18.75 12.95 17.04 11.80 
C.A. 85.50 1.12 86 .11 4.55 
M.A . 80.00 20.32 88 .01 11.75 
Rea6.ing Achievement 
Grade Equiv. 1.90 1.15 2.32 • 700 
TABLE XXX 
Table XXX shows that the mean reading achievement grade 
equivalent of the 247 c ases promoted to second grade is 
2.32 or .42 higher than the mean reading achievement grace 
equivalent of 1.90 of the 4 cases ret2rded in first grade 
in Tov1n 4. 
The mean absenc e of those promoted is 17.04 days and 
of those not promoted 18.75 days. 
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CI-T-APTER V 
sm~WillRY AND CONCLUSI ONS 
CHAPTER V 
SUl\;'frJ'LAHY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpos e of t his study wa s to discover if absence 
ha s any eff ect on re ad ing achievement in grade one and to 
determine if t he difference between pupils with hi gh absence 
r a.te and tho se with low a.bsence r a t e is signific ont enough 
to be considere.d a f actor of reading failure. 
The analysis made in the preceding chapter would 
indica te t hat abs ence has no signific ant effect on r eadi ng 
achievement in first gr ade. 
Following are specif ic conclusions resulting from t his 
inves tigation: 
1. Pupils whose mean first grade absence was 2.71 days 
showed a mean reading ac hievement level of 2 .35 
ye ars at the beginning of the second grade. This 
was a gain of .10 over pupils with a mean f irst 
grade absence of 35.70 days. The critical r c:,tio 
of t his difference was 1.20 which is not statisti-
c ally significant. 
2. The difference in mean mental age between the 921 
c ases promoted to second grade and the 60 c ases 
reta ined in grade one wa s 12.69 months in favor of 
t he group promoted. 
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3. Pupils from'~ Town 1 whose mean first grade absence 
was 3.24 days showed a mean reading achievement 
level of' 2.46 years at the beg inning of the second 
grade. This was a. loss of -.12 under pupils from 
Town 1 with a mean abs ence of 39 .1~ days. The 
critical ratio of this 6if'ference is .622 which is 
not statistically significant. 
4. The difference in mean mental age between the 
233 cases promoted to second grade and the 17 cases 
retained in first grade in Tovm 1 is 13.26 months 
in favor of the group promoted. 
5. Pupils from Town 2 whose mean first grade absence 
was 2.00 days showed a mean reading achievement 
level of 2.49 years at the beginning of the second 
grade. This ·was a loss of -.08 under pupils with 
a mean absence of 36.05 days. The critical r&~tio 
of this difference is .874 which is not statisti-
colly significant. 
6. The difference in mean mental age between the 230 
cases promoted to second grade and the 22 cases 
retained in first grade in TOlin 2 is 16.37 months 
in favor of the group promoted. 
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7. Pupils from Tovm 3 whose mean first grade absence 
is 3.21 days show a mean reading achievement level 
of 2.31 years at the beginning of the second gTade. 
This is a gain of .55 over pupils with a mean absence 
of 36.55 days. The critical ratio of this 
difference is 2.86 which is not statistically 
significant. 
8. The difference in mean mental age between the 
211 cases promoted to second grade and the 17 
cases retained in first grade in Town 3 is 12.07 
months in favor of the group promoted. 
9. Pupils fromTovvn 4 whose mean first grade absence 
is 2.64 days show a mean reading achievement level 
of 2.10 years at the beginning of the second grade. 
This is a loss of -.20 under pupils with a mean 
abs ence of 32.97 days. The critical ratio of this 
difference is 1.36 which is not statistically 
significant. 
10. The difference in mean mental age between the 247 
cases promoted to second grade and the 4 cases 
retained in grade one is 8.01 in favor of the 
group promoted. 
----- ·--- -
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CF.APTER VI 
SUGGESTI ONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURT~R P£SEARCH 
1. A study similar· to this one could be made in one 
community testing 500 children of the same 
socio~e~onomic level. 
2. A comparison of the reading achievement of boys 
with that of girls in relation to absence could 
be made to see if sex diff.erence is a significant 
f actor. 
3. Tests could be administered in the first grade in 
May instead of in the second grade in t he fall. 
4. A similar study could be made on a different 
gr ade level. 
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING · 
Samples. 1 2 8 4 5 
An apple is a kind of- 1 · paint 2· metal 3 animal 
Large means - 1 angry 2 big 3 hurt 4 little 
4 fruit 5 h . :: c atr ...... ·11 
1 
lik 
00 
5 e ...... ............ H 
.. I .. 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 6 
To shut means to- 1 help 2 give 3 take 4 run 5 close ... . .. . .. . .... !! 
0
• 
2 3 4 5 
1. A dog is an - 1 answer 2 elephant 3 animal 4 excuse 5 orange !! 
2 3 4 6 
2. A robin is a - 1 crow 2 bird 3 bug 4 flower 5 leaf ·' .......... !! 
3 4 5 
3. To bring is to- 1 find 2 carry 3 think 4 lose 5 fall . ...... ... ii o. 
4. Small means -
6. To fall is to-
6. To bake is to-
1 hurry 
1 pay 
1 break 
7. A dollar is - 1 copper 
2 large 3 little 4 like 5 help .. ...... .. ii 
. .. 
1 
2 lift 3 touch 4 drop 5 face .... 0: . .. .... !! 
2 lose 3 cook 4 speak 5 copy ..... .. . i: 
1 
2 money 3 business 4 healthy 5 clothing i i 
2 3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
8. A voice is used to - 1 clamp 2 speak 3 point 4 write 5 mark 0. ·ll 
00 
2 3 4 5 
9. A potato is a - 1 song 2 planet 3 vegetable 4 table 5 postman .. !! .. 
2 3 4 6 
100. Beef is a kind of- 1 horse 2 boat 3 maze 4 ·ranch 5 meat .. ... U .. 
2+ 
2 3 4 5 
11. To chop means - 1 roll 2 note 3 come 4 chide 5 cut . . . ....... n 
1 2 3 4 5 
12. If a thing is above, it is-. 1 glad 2 pleasant 3 short 4 higher 5 between ! ! 
2 3 4 6 
13. A thing that is bent is- 1 warm 2 sharp 3 crooked 4 straight 5 tight 0 0 0 i: 
2 3 4 5 
14. Travel means - 1 trouble 2 journey 3 serious 4 prepare 5 junction . . : i .. 
2 3 4 5 
16. Oil is used for- 1 fuel 2 water 3 fun 4 writing 5 presents 0 • 0 •• : i .. H -
1 2 3 4 5 
16. Quarrel means - 1 stop 2 travel 3 fight 4 forget 5 throw . .. . . Y 
2 3 4 5 
17. A hall is a - 1 horn 2 road 3 tooth 4 room 5 field ...... ... .. . :: 
2 3 4 5 
18. An island is surrounde~ by- 1 sugar 2 gardens 3 earth 4 salad 5 . water ii 
2 3 4 5 
19. Remain means - 1 ride 2 measure 3 happen 4 stay 5 accompany . . i i 
2 3 4 5 
20. Salt is used on- 1 holidays 2 water 3 food 4 birds 5 flowers 0 • ! ! 
2 3 4 5 
21. Marriage means - 1 image 2 civil 3 bitter 4 obtain 5 wedding .. j j 
2 3 4 5 
22. A carpenter makes things of- 1 iron 2 stone 3 cement 4 wood 5 grass !! 
3 4 5 
23. A maid is a - 1 smile 2 father 3 girl 4 heart 
2 3 4 5 
2 storm 3 land 4 building 5 policeman .. i i 24. A palace is a - 1 crown .. : ; .... . : -
26. A helmet is worn on the - 1 knees 2 breast 3 feet 0 4 elll•••••1111 2 8 4 
(Go riaht 
[ 2 ] 
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26. When you miss school, you are- 1 tardy 2 absent 3 present 4 taught 5 fair H 
1 
27. A person is alone who is without-=- 1 money 2 food 3 company 4 shelt~r 5 danger U 
28. A stomach ~s part of the- ' 1 sea 2 sky 3 body 4 country 5 world ..... H 
29. A man's daughter is his- 1 parent 2 child 3 sister ' 4 son 5 niece ..... H 
30. Ill means - 1 sick 2 hungry 3 well 4 safe 5 sorry ............ .. ... . -H 
31. Excellent means very- 1 weak 2 poor 3 happy 4 good 5 tired ...... -l l 
32. A hive is for - 1 oil 2 school 3 bees 4 peaches 5 rubbers .. . . ....... ·ll 
33. To tumble is to - 1 type 2 ask 3 knock 4fall 5 tickle .. ..... . .... ... H 
34. A grandparent is an - 1 antagonist 2 elephant 3 ancestor 4 impostor 5 umpire ll 
35. A smell is an - 1 amount 2 answer 3 office 4 odor 5 'd :: 1 ea . ......... ·H 
36. An elm is a- 1 mold 2 helm 3 hug 4 tree 5 tool. ..... .. .... . .. . ... H 
37. A mule is a - 1 splinter 2 pearl 3 beast 4 ditch 5 handle .. . . . · . ...... H 
38. Costly things are - 1 expensive 2 pliant 3 scorched 4 liberal 5 domestic ll 
5 patron jl 39. An author is a - 1 writer 2 policeman 3 statesman 4 treasurer 
40. A mayor is an - 1 expert 2 animal 3 invalid 4 umbrella 5 official . . . . ·ll 
2 s 4 II 
2 3 • 6 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 6 
·'· 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 6 
.. . :; 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 6 
2 . 3 • 6 
3+ 
2 3 4 6 
41. A zone is a - ·1 number 2 stepson · 3 region 4 sliver 5 habit .... : .. .. . H 
2 3 4 6 
42. ·To injure is to- 1 slum~ 2 insure 3 wound 4 sell 5 splash . . . ...... . 11 
1 2 3 4 6 
43. To rouse means to - 1 waken 2 rule 3 roast 4 throw 5 love ... .. ... -1 1 
2 3 4 . 6 
44. Mild means - 1 gentle 2 price 3 wild 4 new 5 behind . .... ..... . ... -H 
2 3 4 6 
45. Wicked means - 1 generous 2 grateful 3 unselfish 4 evil 5 brilliant .. 11 
2 3 4 6 
46. To make preparations is to get- 1 over 2 measles 3 ready 4 upon 5 cloudy: : 
2 3 4 6 
47. A selection is a- 1 choice 2 capital 3 desire 4 bullet 5 folder . ....... 11 
2 3 -4 6 
48. ·To tour is to- 1 prepare 2 toast 3 lean 4 travel 5 trust . . . ... .. . .. .. 1\ 
2 3 4 6 
49. Twinkle means - 1 wrinkle 2 ringing 3 pitiful 4 glisten 5 feeble .. . ... ll 
2 3 4 6 
50. Coarse cloth is- 1. smooth 2 fine -3 rough 4 cold 5 short ........... ·ll 
[ 3 J 
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Sample. 
TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING 
One warm, sunny day Helen and her brother .went on a trip to the beach. 
Their mother and aunt went with them. They took their bathing suits so that 
they could all go irito the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on 
the sand. After lunch the children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish 
and some funny little crabs. · 
. A. What did Helen and her brother do ? 
1 went to see their aunt 2 went to :the seashore 3 went on a train 
4 went for crabs 5 went fishing ... .. . . . .... · ... . ... . .................... . .... . 
B. Th,e weather was -
1 quiet 2 funny 3 fair 4 gloomy 5 rainy .... . ...................... . U 
C. The best name for this story is -
2 
I 
2 3 
.. .. 
1 Helen and Her Aunt 2 Gathering Shells 3 Eating Lunch Outdoors 1 . 2 3 
4 One Warm Day 5 A Trip 'to the Beach . . ........ . ... . .. .. ..... . .. ... .. ...... n 
I 
Mary and John go to C<lrnP as soon as school closes in the summer. They go 
on the train and stay until it is time for school to open again in the fall. They 
have a happy time at camp because there are many other boys and girls there 
too. They ride, swim, and play games together every day. 
1. When do Mary and John go to camp? 
1 before school 2 when school is over 3 in the fall 4l when school starts 
5 every day . .. ......... .. .. . .... . ........ . ..... . ..... . .. .. .......................... . 
2. Which word tells what kind of a time the children have at camp ? 
1 lonesome 2 sad 3 joyous 4 funny 5 weary .......... . ..... . ......... . 
3. How do the children travel to camp? 
1 on a train 2 on a bus 3 in an automobile 4 on a car 5 in an airplane .. 
&. The best name for this story would be -
1 Close of School 2 Playing Games 3 A Trip on the Train 
4 A Summer at Camp 5 The Boys at Camp ... . ...... · . .. ... . .. .............. . .... . 
. 6. Mary and John enjoy camp life because they -
1 are glad to be away for the summer 2 like the ride on the train 
3 are glad to be out of school 4 like to study nature 
5 have fun playing games with the other children .. .. . . .. . ..... . ...................... . 
(Go right on to the next page.) 
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II 
Jack had a new fish line. His father took him fishing in a little brook at the 
back of his grandfather's house. Jack was the first to feel a bite. There was 
a strong pull at his line. He tried hard to pull the fish out of the water, but 
it pulled so hard his father had to help him. He was happy when he saw his 
fish lying on the grass near the stream. 
6. Jack went -
1 to his grandfather's house 2 into the water 3 :fishing with his father 
4 to b~y a fish lifle 5 to the oc~an to fish . . . ......... . .......................... . 
7. The fish-
1 _helped 2 struggled 3 ate 4 tried 5 fell . ....... . ........ . .......... . 
8. Jack tried to -
1 fish near the stream 
4 put fish in the brook 
2 pull his father back 3 land his own fish 
5 lie on the grass . . . .. . . ... .. .. ...... . .... -. : . . .......... . 
9. The best name for this story is-
1 A Trip to Grandfather's 2 Catching Some Fish .3 Jack's Fishing Trip · 
4 Buying a New Fish Line 5 How Father Fished 
10. Jack enjoyed his trip because -
1· the fish got away 2 the brook was near grandfather's _ 3 he caught a fine fish 
4 he went to a stream 5 his father helped him . ............... .. .......... ... . . 
III 
I -
3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
In the cold northlands many animals go to sleep for the whole winter. - They 7 + 
have to store up enough fat on their bodies in the summertime to last them all 
winter while they are sleeping. These animals grow huge in the summer. 
Among the animals which sleep all winter are the bears. They get so large in 
the summer that they can hardly move about. All these animals which sleep 
-during the winter crawl into caves or hollow trees when winter nears and stay 
until spring comes once more. When they come out, they are very thin and 
are starving. 
11. How do the animals in the story prepare for the long winter ? 
1 by storing their food in caves 2 by getting fat in summer 
3 by coming out for food as they need it 4 by eating the bark of trees 
5 by living on small animals ........... . ............. ..... ...... . ............ ... ... . 
12. In winter the climate where these animals live is very ----:--
1 windy 2 warm 3 breezy 4 cold 5 hot . . ... ..... ..... ....... ... .. . .. . 
13. How do th~ animals look when they come out of the cave? ----
1 huge and fat 2 lean and hungry 3 thin and tired 4 large and strong 
5 huge and sleepy ...... . . . . .. ..... . . . . . . _ ... ......... : . -...... ... . ..... , ... . ........ . 
-'14. The best title for this story would be -
1 Bears Which Go into Caves 2 Thin and Hungry Animals 
3 Animals Which Sleep through the Wi1,1ter 4 Large Animals Sleep in Winter 
5 While They Are Sleeping . . . . .......... . ........... : · . . ..... . . ................. . ... . 
15. The animals which sleep through the winter' make their winter dens -
1 in the summertime 2 in the open woods 3 when spring comes 
4 in caverns or hollow l<?gs 5 while they are sleeping ............ .. .... ......... . 
_(Go right on to the next page.) 
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The St. Bernar~s are among the bravest of dogs. They are large and very 
strong; In Switzerland these dogs are trained to go out and find travelers who 
are lost in the snowdrifts on the high mountains. A first-aid kit containing food 
and medicine is hung abo.ut their necks, and a warm blanket is strapped on their 
backs. When they find worn-out travelers, they dig them out of the snow and 
help them if they are awake and able to move. If the traveler is injured and 
. helpless, the dog is trained to go back to the town below and bring aid. Many 
lives are saved every year by these fearless animals. 
16. What is the most valuable thing that St. Bernard dogs do ? 
1 They can climb over snowdrifts. 2 They are good mountain climbers. 
3 They are trained to rescue lost travelers. 4 They are large and strong. 
5 . They carry :first-aid kits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .. ..... . . 
ll'l. The St. Bernard dog is-
1 cowardly 2 speedy 3 courageous 4 rough 5 fierce . .... .. .. . . . .' .... . 
ll8. How does the dog assist worn-out travelers ? · 
1 by digging large holes in the snow 2 by climbing the drifts to the traveler a 
3 by bringing :first aid 4 by covering him with a blanket 5 by his great strength 
19. The best title for this story is -
1 Training Dogs 2 The Heroic St. Bernard 3 A Strange St. Bernard Dog 2 
4 People Lost in Mountains 5 Traveling through Snowdrifts . .. . . . . . .. . .. ... . ... . 
20. What do the dogs do for the traveler who is helpless ? 1 stand the man on his feet 
2 give him food and medicine 3 return to the village for aid 
4 carry him down the mountain 5 give him the :first':'aid kit . .................... . 
v 
The camel possesses a most uncommon pody, which almost seems made to 
order for the many purposes he fills in the life of the desert people. His mouth 
is peculiarly fitted for securing food. The strong membrane and powerful 
teeth enable him to tear off the dry shrubs and stiff, prickly cactus of the desert. 
His huge nostrils allow him to breathe deeply. They close tightly when a sand-
storm arises, thu~ shutting out the choking sands. His ·hump, a mere lump of 
fat, is of great use if food fails, for he can obtain nourishment frorn it for many 
days; He is also provided with inside reservoirs which hold enough water to 
last him for four or five days. Unfortunately the camel is dull. To kneel down 
.at a .given signal is about the only trick he ever learns. Although the camel is 
homely he is nevertheless valuable, for without him many portions of the earth 
would remain untraveled. 
21. The camel is - 1 more intelligent than the horse 2 capable of learning a great deal 
3 rather unintelligent 4 poorly taught · 5 friendly and intelligent . . . . . .. . .. . .. . 
22. The body of the camel is -
1 unfortunate 2 unusual 3 graceful 4evil 5 inspiring .......... . ..... j j 
23. The mouth of the camel- 1 is harmed by thorny cactus 2 :is small and tender 
3 is well suited for procuring food 4 tightens when a sandstorm arises 
5 provides an inside reservoir .. . ............ . ....... . ... . . ..... . .. ............. j j 
.· 
-- 24:. The best title for this story is- 1 The Mouth of the Camel 
2 How the Camel Is Suited to His Work 3 The Stupidity o:f the Camel 
4 Sandstorms on the Desert 5 How the Camel Eats . .... .. ... . ... ....... . .... .:! 
' 25. The camel is- 1 unsuited for desert travel 2 helpless in a sandstorm 
3. a tricky animal 4 well adapted for desert travel 5 qukk to learn ••• 0 • •• •• 0 · :: 
(Go right on to the next page.) 
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Bill vaulted the fence i~t~ the corral and faced the bucking pony. At his 
approach the little animal st·ruck out with his forefeet, but Bill was quick and 
avoided him. The boy caught the pony close to the head and with a rapid 
movement sprang into the stirrups. Then began the real task. With head 
down, back up, and whinnying loudly, the animal reared into the air, bouncing 
back to earth with terrific force. He tried every trick' possible to throw his 
rider, plunging and rearing in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally, after 
many minutes, the exhausted pony, wet with perspiration, stood still. His 
nostrils ·trembled, but one felt that though his body had been subdued, his 
spirit was still unbroken. 
26. When Bill approached, the pony was- 1 tired and broken 2 quieted in spirit 
· 3 impatient to be ridden . 4 disturbed and angry 5 thrown to the ground .... . . 
27. The pony was finally-
1 overbalanced 2 e~ltant 3 overpowered 4 distracted 5 restored . .. , . 
28. The little pony tried to - 1 outlive his rider 2 aid the boy 
3 unseat his rider 4 exhaust the animal 5 butt Bill . .. ... ... ............ . ... . 
29. The best title for this story is -
1 Riding the Range 2 An Exhausted ~ony 3 Breaking a Pony 
4 A Perspiring Pony 5 Bill Approaches a Pony .. ... .. . ... .. .. ... . ............ . 
30. The article illustrates-
1 how to enter a corral 2 a whinnying pony 3 trickery in riding 
4 leading a pony 5 skill in horsemanship . ... . . .. .... . . . . . . .... .... .... . ..... . 
VII 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
Studying bird life with a camera is certainly an entrancing sport. One can 9+ 
engage in it without destroying life, yet get great satisfaction from the thrilling 
activities it offers. The sport is appropriate for any time or place. Fwm it 
one can derive all sorts of adventures, for to be a good photographer of birds 
in their native haunts it is necessary to climb trees and cliffs as well as travel 
on land and water. How interesting it is to find their nests, learn where they 
stay at various times during the day, how the young are fed and cared for, and 
procure photograpJJ_s of the birds in various attitudes. Hiking with the camera 
through the woods is always an enjoyment. There is <~; feeling of excitement 
and expectancy present, for one never knows at what moment he may come 
upon some unusual bird activity. . ' 
31. Making camera studies of bird life-
1 is dull and uninteresting 2 is not limited to one season 
3 requires expensive equipment 4 offers very few thrills 
5 is destructive of bird life ...... . .. . . .. ..... .. . . ...... , ..................... . .. . 
32. Using a camera in place of a rifle encourages wild life by promoting-
1 destruction 2 conservation 3 dissatisfaction 4 conversation 5 haunts 
33. Bird study is a satisfying sport because-
1 the young are fed 2 the birds like it 3 one can get eggs out of nests 
4 it can be enjoyed during all seasons 5 one can use a rifle ............ . ....... . 
34. The best title for this story is -
1 Interesting Birds 2 The Excitement of Adventure 3 Taming Wild Birds . 
4 Photography of Wil4 Birds 5 Destroying Bird Life ' . . ..... . ......... . ... . .... . 
35. Taking pictures of bird· life is fascinating because-
1 it is helped by a camera 2 it takes much time 3 it gives more bird pictures 
4 it brings adventure without destruction of life 5 it scatters the birds about . ... . 
(Go right on to the next page.) 
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--In the part of our country which gets very littl.er-~ain in the summer 
the ground must be wet by irrigation to make the plants grow. Otherwise all 
tlle crops would be spoiled by dry weather. This form of agriculture is carried 
on in s'tates where snow is found high up in the mountains the entire year. A 
large reservoir is made by damming up the mountain streams. The snow, 
melting in summer, rushes into a stream which runs into the reservoir. This, 
in turn, is joined to a large ditch. At the head of the ditch is an intake gate. 
This can be opened and closed at will. In this way water is drawn off and 
the various fields are irrigated. The water can be tumed on whenever the 
fields ne_ed it. The parts of our country where irrigation is possible seldom 
have crop failures, because water can be secured when it is needed. 
This form of agriculture is carried on where --
1 crops are grown in summer 2 mountain streams make it :possible 
3 cities are near 4 there are no reservoirs 5 there are crop failures 
Because irrigation is possible crop failures are-
1 increased 2 reduced _ 3 possible 4 permitted 5 eliminated 
• • • •• • • 0 •• ·:: 
They stop the water from flooding the fields by-
1 damming the ditch · 2 the use of gates 3 opening the reservoir 1 
4 irrigating ~e fields 5 drawing off the water .. . .... ..... . . .. ................ . ! ! 
The best title for this story would be-
1 Damming Up Streams 2 Supplying Water for Irribation 
3 Crops in Dry Weather 4 Buildink Huge Dams 5 Supplying Water for Colorado ~~ 
40. Land that is irrigated yields better harvests because-
1 in summer it gets little rain 2 it is high up in the mountains 
2 3 
2 3 
.. 
2 3 
3 water may be applied as needed 4 the water can be turned off 2 a 
5 agriculture is carried on . .. .. .. .......... . .. ..... ... .. .. .. . . ... ..... ..... . .... :, 
IX 10+ 
Sugar beets must be raised where cheap labor can be secured because the 
plants require a great deal of cultivation, most of which must be done by hand. 
First the plants are thinned and then blocked to get the correct number in the 
rows. The roots from which the sugar is extracted are not like the red beets 
which are eaten as vegetables, but are more like the common turnips. These 
roots are washed, sliced, and soaked in water. The water is later drawn off 
and boiled into beet syrup. Then the syrup is changed to a brown sugar called 
raw sugar. The last step is to send the raw sugar through the refinery, where 
it is cleaned and whitened. Then the white sugar is ready to be boxed and 
sold for use in our homes. 
4:1.. Sugar beets must be raised· where lab~r is not expensive because they require-
1 much care 2 m~ch wash:itig 3 many plants in a row 4 soaking in water 
5 much boiling .... _ .. . . .. ~ .................................. . . .. ...... ........ . 
42. What kind of labor is most used in the raising of sugar beets ? 
1 machine 2 manual 3 difficult 4 easy . 5 unusual . ... . ........... .. . ! ! 
43. The raw sugar is- 1 made into syrup 2 refined and whitened 
3 boxed and sold 4 left as it is 5 changed to brown sugrur ........... ... ... . . 
44. The best title for this story is- 1 Bloc:JPng and Thinning Beets • 
2 Colorado Sugar Beets 3 How· Beet Sugar Is Obtained 
4 Cleaning Raw Sugar 5 How Beet Sugar Is Whitened ..... - ..... . . .. . ... ..... . 
45. In making beet sugar the beets are- 1 cut in pieces 2 eaten as vegetables 
3 first ground up 4 pressed in a mill 5 mix~c:l with turnips ... .. .... .... , ... . 
(Gt:J right on to the next page.) 
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' .. TEST 4. WRITTEN RECALL 
I 
Durrell-Sullivan: Read. Achlevem't: Prim. A 
Blackie was a little kitten. One day a big dog chased him. He became 
frightened and ran up a tree. After he got high up in the branches, he was 
afraid to come down. The little girl who owned him came and stood beneath 
the tree. She called to Blackie and showed him his dish of milk, hoping he 
would want his supper enough to try to come down. But he would not come. 
Finally.her father called the fire chief. He sent a fireman with a ladder. The 
man went up the tree and carried little Blackie down. The little girl was 
happy to have her kitten again. 
II 
John could hardly wait, so anxious was he. to try the new canoe he had 
received for his birthday. As soon as he finished his breakfast he raced with his 
brother and sister to the lake. Here they examined his splendid new gift. 
John's father showed him how to use the paddle and told him -that he might 
take his brother and sister for a short ride in the canoe, but warried him that 
he must not go too far from shore before he was thoroughly familiar with 
handling the new craft. All went . smoothly, and gradually John forgot his 
caution and drifted farther from shore. Suddenly there came a great gust of 
wind. In a moment the la:ke was filled with heavy waves. John struggled to 
keep the little canoe upright. Luckily they were not far from a small island. 
He steered for this and reached the shore just as a particularly large wave 
turned the canoe bottom side up. The three children scrambled from the water 
out onto the island just as another huge wave came in. The canoe floated away, 
and John feared he~ h~d lost his precious gift. But a party in a little steamer 
presently came to the aid of the stranded children and rescued the canoe, which 
had blown a distance away. · 
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TEST 3. SPELLING 
1. 26. 
2. 27. 
3. 28. 
4. 29; 
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11. 36. 
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14. 39. 
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15. 40. 
16. 41. 
17. 42. 
18. 43. 
19. 44. 
20. 45. 
21 46. 
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26. 50. 
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